Life just got easier

Valley®, the irrigation technology leader, brings you the smartest pivot control available today with the new Valley ICON® series of smart panels. The Valley ICON series has a solution for every need. Whether you are buying a new pivot, upgrading your existing panel or integrating a different pivot brand, you have the advantage of operating an intuitive, full-color touchscreen interface.

Setting the standard

Valley sets the benchmark in defining industry standards. It is why every Valley ICON smart panel is equipped with the technology that is important to you.

- Cable theft monitoring through AgSense® ICON Link or BaseStation3™
- GPS Position ready
- Full-color touchscreen display
- Customizable home screen

The ICON10, ICON5 and ICON1 displays fit the standard Valley modular control panel enclosure, so if you have a current Valley Pro, Pro2, Select, Select2 or ClassicPlus control panel, you can quickly and easily upgrade to Valley ICON.

** Limitations based on field conditions.
Easy Touchscreen Operation
Whether you are using a smartphone, a tablet or right at the pivot, you now have simple, intuitive control at your fingertips. No more formulas or multiple steps to remember, because the easy touchscreen guides you through control in simple fashion. Technology that was once complicated has just become easy.

Intelligent Interface
All Valley ICON control panels feature easy-to-use graphical user interfaces. The intuitive nature of the screen setup allows quick entry of commands and settings. The pivot menus and dashboard allow easy navigation and at-a-glance status identification.

AgSense® Enabled
All Valley ICON panels come equipped with AgSense ICON Link, which means that AgSense comes built in and ready to use. ICON Link provides seamless control and monitoring of your pivot through the AgSense app or desktop interface. BaseStation3 connection is also possible with a minor hardware change.

Remote Device WiFi Access
This leading-edge technology allows growers to remotely connect via WiFi to ICON10 or ICON1 smart panels using any tablet or smartphone device through the Valley ICON app.
From the moment you install your Valley ICON10, you'll see – life just got easier.

The Valley ICON10 features the largest touchscreen in the new Valley ICON line with a 10-inch, full-color touch display, so you can view and control more right from your screen. The easy-to-use display simplifies every aspect of monitoring and controlling your pivot. It is similar to using the touchscreen on your smart tablet, but now it is available on your pivot.

Key Features:

- 10-inch, full-color touchscreen display
- Intuitive user interface
- AgSense Enabled – AgSense comes built in and ready to use*
- BaseStation3 compatible*
- Variable rate irrigation (VRI) capable
- Cable theft monitoring*
- Remote device WiFi access** option available through the ICON app
- Patented Cruise Control

*Additional hardware or subscription required.
** Limitations based on field conditions.
The Valley ICON10 provides all of the features currently offered in the Valley Pro2 panel with significantly enhanced memory and speed for future upgrades. It is GPS Ready, VRI Speed and Zone, and Individual Sprinkler program capable, and allows for precise and programmable application of water, fertilizers and chemicals.
The Valley ICON5 is an excellent option for growers who want the latest technology in pivot irrigation control. Similar to the Valley ICON10, it comes standard with AgSense ICON Link so you can gain full control of all your pivots with BaseStation3 or AgSense from anywhere, at any time.

With the Valley ICON5, growers capture many of the same benefits as the flagship Valley ICON10, but in a 5-inch screen. The smaller screen features a touchscreen interface with soft keys that mirror the touch control functions. Comparable to the Valley ICON10, it comes with all the technology and features of the Valley Pro2 panel, as well as plenty of memory for upgrades.

**Key Features:**
- 5-inch, full-color touchscreen display
- Intuitive user interface
- Soft touch buttons for feature selection and navigation
- AgSense Enabled – AgSense comes built in and ready to use*
- BaseStation3 compatible*
- Variable rate irrigation (VRI) capable
- Cable theft monitoring*
- Patented Cruise Control

*Additional hardware or subscription required.
Big technology on a compact screen.

The Valley ICON5 puts all your menu functions at your fingertips. With simple, easy, soft touch buttons and a touchscreen interface at the pivot point, you can control your center pivot with effective precision. The Valley ICON5 gives you robust technology in a compact screen.
Introducing the first digital pivot control panel with no display screen and built-in remote panel control through wireless access.**

The Valley ICON1 is the perfect choice for growers who want full Valley ICON panel control and functionality, but do not desire to go out to the pivot point to use it.

The panel module features only three soft touch buttons – Start Forward, Stop and Start Reverse. But that doesn’t mean you lose any functionality. You benefit from the same monitor and control capabilities as the Valley ICON10. There’s simply no screen on the panel itself, giving you the flexibility of using the mobile device of your choice.

With the Valley ICON1, you can remotely control your pivot from any mobile device. You no longer have to worry about making trips to the pivot panel to monitor and control your pivot. With remote device WiFi access or a wireless connection, those trips become nonessential, and you can make better use of your time.

Key Features:

- Remote device WiFi access
  - No cell service or internet required
- Wireless display through tablet or smartphone
- AgSense Enabled – AgSense comes built in and ready to use*
- BaseStation3 compatible*
- ICON app available on the App Store and Google Play
- Cable theft monitoring*
- Patented Cruise Control

*Additional hardware or subscription required.
** Limitations based on field conditions.
REVOLUTIONARY CONTROL IN A REMOTE DISPLAY

Pivot control through a remote panel interface.

With the Valley ICON1, full control of your smart panel is accessed via a built-in WiFi signal to deliver localized management for the pivot. Save time, fuel, and wear and tear on your truck by accessing smart panel interaction through your mobile devices.
The Valley ICONX is the first and only remote control product that gives growers full control at the pivot point with an easy-to-use touchscreen. It allows you to bring more pivots into your network and gain full control without the cost of a full panel upgrade.

The Valley ICONX uses your existing control panel, Valley or other brand, as a host to pass through commands to control your center pivot. It is an affordable way to bring advanced technology to your operation and into the Valley/AgSense technology family.

With the Valley ICONX, growers can bring full Valley ICON touch control to any major brand of pivot.

**Key Features:**

- Overlap Zone Alert
- Patented Cruise Control™ for accurate rotation, exclusive Valley feature
- Programmable bi-directional VRI Speed Control
- VRI Zone Capable
- Integrated with agronomy software platforms allowing prescriptions to be pushed to the panel
- GPS Position
- Cable theft monitoring

*Additional hardware or subscription required.

*The ICONX is not a fully functional panel by itself. Rather, it uses the power of the existing host panel.*
Developed to solve the needs of growers.

By using your existing pivot control panel as a host for the Valley ICONX, you now have the ability to update and bring your operation into the future. It’s an affordable way to add remote monitoring and control access through AgSense or BaseStation3 without a full panel upgrade.
Get the link to full pivot control from anywhere.

AgSense ICON Link is a new remote management module exclusively designed for Valley ICON smart panels. It provides full remote programming of control panel functions and monitoring of center pivot operations via the AgSense mobile app or through BaseStation3. The ICON Link is delivered fully activated and processes commands at industry-leading speeds. With a robust feature set, ICON Link is the key to unlock the full potential of Valley ICON smart panels from anywhere in the world.*

Map View: Color-coded pivot information shown geographically on a map.

List View: Check your pivots quickly on one screen.

Look at further detail, do programming. (Most everything you would do at the pivot panel.)

MONITOR
Access real-time status of your pivot and other inputs.

CONTROL
Control your irrigation machine from your mobile device or desktop.

REPORT
Learn from your past with historical data in easy to read, customizable formats.

AgSense app available on the App Store and Google Play

*Additional hardware or subscription required.